70-410 Installing And Configuring Windows Server 2012 R2 (Microsoft Official Academic Course)
This text does not include a MOAC Labs Online access code. This 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 R2 textbook prepares certification students for the first of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge necessary to implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing enterprise environment. This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped to the 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 exam skill objectives, including the recent R2 objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as Active Directory and networking services. In addition, this book also covers such valuable skills as: Managing Active Directory Domain Services Objects Automating Active Directory Domain Services Administration Implementing Local Storage Implementing File and Print Services Implementing Group Policy Implementing Server Virtualization with Hyper-V The MOAC IT Professional series is the Official from Microsoft, turn-key Workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and college students. MOAC gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas: Instructor readiness, student software, student assessment, instruction resources, and learning validation. With the Microsoft Official Academic course program, you are getting instructional support from Microsoft; materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy.
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**Customer Reviews**
Overpriced book that was required for my class. It's got a lot of useful information but doesn't go in depth on how to use Power Shell commands to help speed up the administrative processes. I found out more information just by going to the Microsoft site and searching the topics there for free. Server 2016 will be out soon and this will only be good for fire kindling.

The book is light on information. The answer key for the study questions is not in the book and when I asked the company for them they asked for proof of purchase. Sure. No big deal. Provided that and they still haven't gotten back to me, just figure I will go away. They are right, I will also never buy a Wiley published book again.

Garbage, as everyone else has stated, these Wiley books have errors in the powershell commands, no real explanation as to how and why to do things, the person who compared them to nutrition facts was spot on... Convince your instructors to get different material unless they are gonna cert you in the classroom...

This is a pretty dry and awful book. I had it for my server class in college and it isn’t worth the price that you pay. A decent amount of the information that comes in it is wrong. It only gives bare minimums. Seems like Microsoft just tried to skate by giving the bare minimums with this one.

Astonishing that this book is Microsoft’s official prep. There are many errors, and it’s basically unreadable. It’s information overload with bad information. It’s beyond dry. It’s like reading Nutrition Facts on the back of a server.

The book is written quite good and understandable. Only real big problem is that, as mentioned, there are no answers for the Knowledge Assessment available - not even in the additional online Resources.

This book is readable and provides knowledge, but there are subjects on the exam that are not even discussed in this writing. Do not buy this and use it for your only study source.

Better than the Lab Manual that's for sure, but there were errors in some of the powershell commands.

*Download to continue reading*...